
Relative Clauses – Worksheet – 1/1  

A. Textual questions with answers. 

Join the sentences given below using  who, whom, whose, which, as suggested. 

1. I often go to Mumbai. Mumbai is the commercial capital of India (which) 

Ans. I often go to Mumbai, which is the commercial capital of India.  

2. My mother is going to host a TV show on cooking. She cooks very well. (who) 

Ans. My mother, who cooks very well, is going to host a TV show on cooking. 

3.These sports persons are going to meet the President. Their performance has been 

excellent. (whose) 

Ans.  These sports persons, whose  performance has been excellent, are going to meet the 

President.  

4. Lencho prayed to God. His eyes see into our minds. (whose) 

Ans. Lencho prayed to God, whose eyes see into our minds.  

5. This man cheated me. I trusted him. (whom) 

Ans. This man, whom  I trusted,   cheated me. 

B. Exercises for practice  

The following paragraph has not been edited. There is one error in each line. Write the incorrect word 

and the correction in your answer sheet against the correct blank number. 

Exercise-1 

 Error Correction 

My friend which returned from the UAE recently got the house   
that was inherited from his forefathers repaired in his village. No Mistake  
He started adjusting to the local customs whom he lost touch    
with for several years. Though initially it was a little bit No Mistake  
difficult, he got used to the life in new place soon. But his  No Mistake  
wife whose depended for a long time on machines in kitchen     
they  made her life easy in the UAE, finds it difficult as the   
power supply who  runs these machines is erroneous in the    
village. No Mistake  



Exercise-2 

 Error Correction 

I studied in a village school who was founded in 1948. It has    
a great reputation of producing illustrious people which reached    
great heights in their careers. Some of them whose were retired    
from their active careers keep visiting their old school and  No Mistake  
share their experiences who become motivators to  the    
present students. I met one of those  persons which life was a    
model to me and motivated me to become a teacher.  No Mistake  

 

 

 

 

 


